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Learn about Various Car Video Monitors, Choose the Most Suitable One for Your Vehicle

Abstract: In today's automotive aftermarket, car video monitor has become a common but
necessary car electronic. Due to the rapid development of automotive industry, a few other car
video monitor options are available to consumers with various reasons. Aside from the earlier
overhead and flip down monitors, other types of car video monitors available to consumers mainly
include: in-dash monitors, headrest monitors and sun visor monitors. While in this case, a new
problem has arisen: which kind of car video monitor to choose? 

Choosing a suitable car monitor is not an easy thing. Before deciding what type of monitor you
need, firstly you'd better learn well about each kind of car video monitor in advance.

Overhead car video monitors, as their name implies, can be attached to the ceiling of the car. You
may find that they are usually installed in larger vehicles such as minivans and sport utility vehicles
since such car monitors require a pretty amount of headroom for the overhead installation. A typical
overhead monitor is 7 - 10 inches, but you can buy monitors as large as 20 inches.

A flip down monitor is basically an overhead monitor that flips down for viewing. When the monitor is
not being used it can be flipped up so as to add more overhead space to the vehicle. This type of
car monitor is specially popular with car owners who always have back seat passengers, and the
monitor usually ranges from 7-12 inches.

In-dash car video monitors provide video entertainment mainly for front seat passenger and driver.
Of course I don't recommend viewing the in-dash monitor frequently while you are driving. Usually
an in-dash monitor also consists of a TV tuner and receiver. Most of them can be flipped up and
down for convenience and space, and they are usually 7 inches or less.

Headrest monitors may be the best choice for rear seat passengers to watch movies or play game .
It can either be mounted to the back of the headrest or mounted into your headrest with the use of a
mounting bracket and mounting kit. There are even headrest replacement monitors that are
designed to replace your factory headrest. This allows car owners to avoid cutting into the original
headrest. What's better, when you sell or get rid of your vehicle you can replace the headrest
monitors with the original headrests. This kind of car monitors are especially popular with car
owners, since cars typically do not provide the necessary overhead space for overhead monitors.

Sun visor monitors, usually 5-7 inches in length, can either be mounted into your vehicle's current
sun visor or replace your original sun visor. Sun visor replacement monitors are various in colors
and textures so that it can match different vehicle's interior as closely as possible.

Have learned about various car monitors, next you need to make clear what the main purpose that
you buy car video monitor, and then decide which kind of monitor to choose. Autodvdgps, as a car
owners' first choice and a professional automotive aftermarket products online store, has prepared
all kinds of car video monitors for its consumers. Choose autodvdgps, and choose the car video
monitor you prefer to.
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